We show that every quasihyperbolic geodesic in a John space admitting a roughly starlike Gromov hyperbolic quasihyperbolization is a cone arc. This result provides a new approach to the elementary metric geometry question, formulated in [12, Question 2], which has been studied by Gehring, Hag, Martio and Heinonen. As an application, we obtain a simple geometric condition connecting uniformity of the space with the existence of Gromov hyperbolic quasihyperbolization.
Introduction
The unit disk or Poincaré disk D serves as a canonical model in studying of conformal mappings and hyperbolic geometry in complex analysis. It is noncomplete metric space with the metric inherited from the two dimensional Euclidean space R 2 . On the other hand, the unit disk equipped with the Poincaré metric is complete Riemannian 2-manifold with constant negative curvature. This observation can be used in investigating the hyperbolic metric on planar domains and conformal mappings between them. A generalization of this idea to higher dimensional spaces, involving quasihyperbolic metrics and Gromov hyperbolicity, was studied by Bonk, Heinonen and Koskela in [2] .
Well-known geometric properties of a hyperbolic geodesic [x, y] ∈ D with respect to the Euclidean metric are:
• ℓ([x, y]) ≤ C|x − y|,
• min{ℓ([x, z]), ℓ([z, y])} ≤ Cdist(z, ∂D) for all z ∈ [x, y], where C is a universal constant. The first of the above conditions says that hyperbolic geodesic essentially minimizes the length of all curves connecting the endpoints, namely, the Gehring-Haymann condition. The second one is called the cone condition or the double twisted condition.
Martio and Sarvas studied in [20] global injectivity properties of locally injective mappings. They considered a class of domains of R n , named by uniform domains, which means every pair of points can be connected by a curve satisfies the above two conditions for some constant C ≥ 1. In [7] , Gehring and Osgood investigated the geometric properties of quasihyperbolic metric, which was introduced by Gehring and Palka [8] , and proved that every quasihyperbolic geodesic in a Euclidean uniform domain also satisfies the above two conditions.
It should be noted that the class of domains on R n , which only satisfies the second condition known as John domains is large and of independent interest. For instance, the slit disk on R 2 is an example of such domain. This class was first considered by John [15] in the context of elasticity theory. Many characterizations of uniform and John domains can be found in the literature and the importance of these classes of domains in function theory is well established, see for example [10, 18] .
From a geometric point of view, it is natural question, whether each quasihyperbolic geodesic of a John domain is a cone arc. This question was pointed out already in 1989 by Gehring, Hag and Martio [6] : With the help of the conformal modulus of path families and Ahlfors n-regularity of n-dimensional Hausdorff measure of R n , Bonk, Heinonen and Koskela [2, Theorem 7.12] gave an affirmative answer to Question 1.2 for bounded domains with the constant dependence of the space dimension n. Recently, Guo [11, Remark 3.10] provided a geometric method to deal with this question. His method was based on the result that a noncomplete metric space with a roughly starlike Gromov hyperbolic quasihyperbolization satisfies the Gehring-Hayman condition and the ball separation condition. These properties were established by Koskela, Lammi and Manojlović in [16, Theorem 1.2] . The constant b in their results depends on the dimension n as well. The second author of this paper considered a related question for quasihyperbolic quasigeodesics in the setting of Banach spaces [17] . Note that quasihyperbolic geodesics may not exist in infinite-dimensional spaces, even with assumption of convexity [22] .
The concept of uniformity in a metric space setting was first introduced by Bonk, Heinonen and Koskela [2] , where they connected the uniformity to the negative curvature of the space that is understood in the sense of Gromov. Moreover, they generalized the result of Gehring and Osgood and showed that every quasihyperbolic geodesic in a c-uniform space must be a C-uniform arc with C = C(c), see [2, Theorem 2.10] . They also proved that c-uniform space is a Gromov δ-hyperbolic with respect to its quasihyperbolic metric for some constant δ = δ(c), see [2, Theorem 3.6] .
In view of the above results, it is natural to consider the following more general question: Question 1.3. Let D be a locally compact, rectifiably connected noncomplete metric space. If D is an a-John space and (D, k) is δ-hyperbolic, is every quasihyperbolic geodesic γ a b-cone arc with b depending only on a and δ?
In this paper, we study these questions. Our main result is the following: Theorem 1.1. Let D be a locally compact, rectifiably connected noncomplete metric space. If D is a-John and (D, k) is K-roughly starlike and δ-hyperbolic, then every quasihyperbolic geodesic in D is a b-cone arc where b depends only on a, δ and K.
Every proper domain D in R n is a locally compact, rectifiably connected noncomplete metric space. Following terminology of [1] , we call a locally compact, rectifiably connected noncomplete metric space (D, d) minimally nice. For a minimally nice space (D, d), we say that D has a Gromov hyperbolic quasihyperbolization, if (D, k) is δ-hyperbolic for some constant δ ≥ 0, where k is the quasihyperbolic metric (for definition see Subsection 2.2).
Remark 1.1. The class of minimally nice John metric spaces, which admit a roughly starlike Gromov hyperbolic quasihyperbolization, is very wide. For example, it includes (inner) uniform domains (more generally, uniform metric spaces), simply connected John domains in the plane, and Gromov δ-hyperbolic John domains in R n . Remark 1.2. In view of the above, Theorem 1.1 states that all of the quasihyperbolic geodesics in the mentioned spaces are cone arcs. Moreover, Theorem 1.1 answers positively to question 1.2 and also to question 1.3 under a relatively mild condition.
Remark 1.3. The main tool in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the uniformization process of (Gromov) hyperbolic spaces, which was introduced by Bonk, Heinonen and Koskela in [2] . They proved that each proper, geodesic and roughly starlike δ-hyperbolic space is quasihyperbolically equivalent to a c-uniform space; see [2, 4.5 and 4.37] . The uniformization process of Bonk, Heinonen and Koskela has many applications and is an important tool in many related papers, see e.g. [1, 16] .
From [24, Theorem 3.22] it follows that every δ-hyperbolic domain of R n is Kroughly starlike with K depending only on δ. Then we have the following corollary of Theorem 1.1. Remark 1.4. A proper domain D in R n is called δ-hyperbolic for some δ ≥ 0, if D has a Gromov hyperbolic quasihyperbolization. We remark that the above result is an improvement of [11, Lemma 3.9] whenever ϕ(t) = Ct for some positive constant C. Also, we do not require the domain to be bounded. Remark 1.5. There are many applications of the above mentioned classes of domains of R n in the quasiconformal mappings and potential theory, see e.g. [2, 5, 9, 11, 21] . A crucial ingredient in the related arguments is based on the fact that quasihyperbolic geodesics in Gromov hyperbolic John domains of R n are inner uniform curves.
As another motivation of this stude, we remark that Bonk, Heinonen and Koskela established the following characterization of Gromov hyperbolic domains on the 2-sphere in [2] .
Theorem A. ([2, Theorem 1.12]) Gromov hyperbolic domains on the 2-sphere are precisely the conformal images of inner uniform slit domains.
A slit domain is a proper subdomain D of Riemann sphere such that each component of its complement is a point or a line segment parallel to the real or imaginary axis. It is well known that every domain in Riemann sphere is conformally equivalent to a slit domain. In [2] , Bonk, Heinonen and Koskela also pointed out that their proof of Theorem A is "surprisingly indirect, using among other things the theory of modulus and Loewner spaces as developed recently in [13] , plus techniques from harmonic analysis", and ask for an elementary proof as well.
In [1] , Balogh and Buckley proved that a minimally nice metric space has a Gromov hyperbolic quasihyperbolization if and only if it satisfies the Gehring-Hayman condition and a ball separation condition. Their proof is also based on an analytic assumption that the space supports a suitable Poincaré inequality. Recently, Koskela, Lammi and Manojlović in [16] observed that Poincaré inequalities are not critical for this characterization of Gromov hyperbolicity, see [16, Theorem 1.2] . By using the above results, and as an application of Theorem 1.1, we give the following simple geometric condition connecting the uniformity of a space to its other properties: Remark 1.6. With the aid of Theorem 1.1 and some auxiliary results obtained in [16] , the proof of Theorem 1.2 is essentially elementary and only needs the techniques from metric geometry and some estimates concerning the quasihyperbolic metrics. It is not difficult to find that Theorem A is a direct corollary of Theorem 1.2. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains notation and the basic definitions and auxiliary lemmas. In Section 3, we will prove Theorem 1.1. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is presented in Section 4. For a set A in D, we use A to denote the metric completion of A and ∂A = A \ A to be its metric boundary. A metric space D is called proper if its closed balls are compact. Following terminology of [1] , we call a locally compact, rectifiably connected noncomplete metric space (D, d) minimally nice.
Preliminaries
By a curve, we mean a continuous function γ : [a, b] → D. If γ is an embedding of I, it is also called an arc. The image set γ(I) of γ is also denoted by γ. A curve γ is called rectifiably, if the length ℓ d (γ) < ∞. A metric space (D, d) is called rectifiably connected if every pair of points in D can be joined with a rectifiable curve γ.
The length function associated with a rectifiable curve γ:
For a rectifiable curve γ in D, the line integral over γ of each Borel function ̺ :
We say an arc γ is geodesic joining x and y in D means that γ is a map from an interval I to D such that γ(0) = x, γ(l) = y and
Every rectifiably connected metric space (D, d) admits a natural (or intrinsic) metric, its so-called length distance given by
It is also common to call such a d an intrinsic distance function.
2.2.
Quasihyperbolic metric, quasigeodesics and solid arcs. Suppose γ is a rectifiable curve in a minimally nice space (D, d), its quasihyperbolic length is the number:
For each pair of points x, y in D, the quasihyperbolic distance k D (x, y) between x and y is defined by
, where the infimum is taken over all rectifiable curves γ joining x to y in D. We remark that the resulting space (D, k D ) is complete, proper and geodesic (cf. [2, Proposition 2.8]).
We recall the following basic estimates for quasihyperbolic distance that first used by Gehring and Palka [8, 2.1] (see also [2, (2. 3), (2.4)]):
In fact, more generally, we have
Moreover, we have the following estimate:
.
By letting ǫ → 0, we get the desired inequality. 
for all x, y ∈ γ. If λ = 1, µ = 0, then γ is a quasihyperbolic geodesic. Definition 2.3. Let D and D ′ be two minimally nice metric spaces. We say that a homeomorphism f :
In the following, we use x, y, z, . . . to denote the points in D, and x ′ , y ′ , z ′ , . . . the images of x, y, z, . . . in D ′ , respectively, under f . For arcs α, β, γ, . . . in D, we also use α ′ , β ′ , γ ′ , . . . to denote their images in D ′ . Under quasihyperbolic mappings, we have the following useful relationship between (λ, µ)-quasigeodesics and solid arcs.
Proof. Let γ be a (λ, µ)-quasigeodesic and let
To show that γ ′ is (ν, h)-solid, we only need to verify that for x, y ∈ γ,
We prove this by considering two cases. The first case is:
and so
Now, we consider the other case: k G (x, y) ≥ 1. Then with the aid of [23, Theorem 4.9], we have
It follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that (2.3) holds, completing the proof.
Uniform spaces and John spaces.
In this subsection we first recall the definitions of John spaces, cone arcs and uniform spaces. We also give some results related to some special arcs which will be useful later in the proof of the main result. The following properties of solid arcs in uniform metric spaces is from [19] which will be used in our proofs. Lemma 3] ) Suppose that D is a c-uniform space, and that γ is a (ν, h)-solid arc in D with endpoints x, y. Let d D (x 0 ) = max p∈γ d D (p). Then there exist constants a 1 = a 1 (c, ν, h) ≥ 1 and a 2 = a 2 (c, ν, h) ≥ 1 such that
Next we discuss the properties of cone arcs. 
Proof. By symmetry, we only need to verify the assertion in the case z 1 ,
To this end, for z 2 ∈ α[z 1 , z 0 ] be given, we have
. Hence in both cases we obtain
which yields that
as desired. X, d) is called a δ-hyperbolic space. For simplicity, in the rest of this paper when we say that a minimally nice space X is Gromov hyperbolic we mean that the space is δ-hyperbolic with respect to the quasihyperbolic metric for some nonnegative constant δ.
In [2] , Bonk, Heinonen and Koskela introduced the concept of rough starlikeness of a Gromov hyperbolic space with respect to a given base point. Let X be a proper, geodesic δ-hyperbolic space, and let w ∈ X, we say that X is K-roughly starlike with respect to w if for each x ∈ X there is some point ξ ∈ ∂ * X and a geodesic ray
They also proved that both bounded uniform spaces and every hyperbolic domain (a domain equipped with its quasi-hyperbolic metric is a Gromov hyperbolic space) in R n are roughly starlike. It turns out that this property serves as an important tool in several research, for instance [1] , [25] and [16] .
Next we recall the conformal deformations which were introduced by Bonk, Heinonen and Koskela (cf. [2, Chapter 4] ). Let (X, d) be a minimally nice space and w ∈ X. Consider the family of conformal deformations of (X, k) by the densities
where ds k is the arc-length element with respect to the metric k and the infimum is taken over all rectifiable curves γ in X with endpoints u and v. Then d ǫ are metrics on X, and we denote the resulting metric spaces by X ǫ = (X, d ǫ ).
The next result shows that the deformations X ǫ are uniform spaces and each proper, geodesic and roughly starlike δ-hyperbolic space is quasihyperbolically equivalent to a c-uniform space; see [ X, d) is minimally nice, locally compact and that (X, k) is both δ-Gromov hyperbolic and K-roughly starlike, for some δ ≥ 0, K > 0. Then X ǫ has diameter at most 2/ǫ and there are positive numbers c, ǫ 0 depending only on δ, K such that X ǫ is c-uniform for all 0 < ǫ ≤ ǫ 0 . Furthermore, there exists c 0 = c 0 (δ, K) ∈ (0, 1) such that the quasihyperbolic metrics k and k ǫ satisfy the quasi-isometric condition c 0 ǫk(x, y) ≤ k ǫ (x, y) ≤ eǫk(x, y). We may assume without loss of generality that D is a length space, because the length of an arc and the quasihyperbolic metrics associated to the original metric and the length metric coincide.
Fix z 1 , z 2 ∈ D and let γ be a quasihyperbolic geodesic joining z 1 , z 2 in D. Let b = 4a 4 e a 4 , a 4 = a 8c 2 M 5 , a 5 = a 4a 2 M 6 and a 6 = (8a 2 1 a 3 ) 16c 2 M a 2 , where a 1 and a 3 are the constants from Lemmas C and 2.4, respectively. In the following, we shall prove that γ is a b-cone arc, that is, for each y ∈ γ, To this end, let m ≥ 0 be an integer such that
And let y 0 be the first point in γ[z 1 , x 0 ] from z 1 to x 0 with
Let y 1 = z 1 . If z 1 = y 0 , we let y 2 = x 0 . It is possible that y 2 = y 1 . If z 1 = y 0 , then we let y 2 , . . . , y m+1 be the points such that for each i ∈ {2, . . . , m + 1}, y i denotes the first point in γ[z 1 , x 0 ] from y 1 to x 0 satisfying
Then y m+1 = y 0 . We let y m+2 = x 0 . It is possible that y m+2 = y m+1 = x 0 = y 0 . This possibility occurs once x 0 = y 0 .
From the choice of y i we observe that for y ∈ γ[y i , y i+1 ] (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m + 1}),
and so for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m + 1},
To prove Theorem 1.1, we shall estimate upper bound of the quasihyperbolic distance between y i and y i+1 , which state as follows.
We note that Theorem 1.1 can be obtained from Lemma 3.1 as follows. First, we observe from (3.3) and Lemma 3.1 that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1},
From which and (3.4) it follows that
as desired. This proves (3.1) and so Theorem 1.1 follows. Hence to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we only need to prove Lemma 3.1.
3.1. The proof of Lemma 3.1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
). We note that if d(y i , y i+1 ) < 1 2 d D (y i ), then by Lemma 2.1 we have k D (y i , y i+1 ) ≤ 1, as desired. Therefore, we assume in the following that
Let α i be an a-cone arc joining y i and y i+1 in D and let v i bisect the arclength of α i . Then Lemma 2.3 implies that
Now we divide the proof of Lemma 3.1 into two cases.
Then by (3.3) and (3.7) we compute
A necessary condition for (3.8) is
We prove in this case by contradiction. Suppose on the contrary that
Then by Lemma B, we get
, and so
Therefore, by the choice of v i ∈ α i we obtain
we deduce from which and (3.6) that there exists a point v i,0 ∈ α i [y i , v i ] such that
Moreover, we claim that
Otherwise, we would see from Lemma 2.3 and (3.11) that
A necessary condition for the above inequality is d(y i , y i+1 ) ≤ a 2 5 d D (y i ). This shows that k D (y i , y i+1 ) ≤ a 4 , which contradicts (3.9). Thus we get (3.12) .
Then it follows from Lemma B, and (3.12) that
Hence, by using an elementary compute we see from (2.1) and (3.10) that
, which implies that
Moreover, we deduce from (3.13) and (3.10) that
We recall that v i is the point in the cone arc α i [y i , y i+1 ] which bisect the arclength of α i . Next we need to estimate the location of the image point v ′ i in α ′ i . We claim that
. We prove this claim by a method of contradiction. Suppose on the contrary that
This together with (3.10) shows that there exists some point
It follows from Lemma C that Figure ? ?. Then we see from Lemma 2.4 that for each
On the other hand, we recall that v ′ i,0 is the point such that v i,0 ∈ α i [y i , v i ] and satisfying (3.11) and (3.13) . Then by (3.13) and (3.14) we have
. Moreover, we know from Lemma 2.4 and (3.15) that
Hence, it follows from (3.14) that there exists some point 20) and so Lemma 2.4 leads to
. This together with (3.17), (3.18) and (3.20) show that
. Now we are ready to finish the proof of Claim 3.1. It follows from (2.1) and Lemma B that
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3 we can get
and by (2.1), (3.14) and (3.20) we have that
. Therefore, we infer from (3.6) and (3.11) that
which contradicts (3.21). Hence Claim 3.1 holds. Now we continue the proof of Lemma 3.1. We first see from Claim 3.1 that
Then it follows from Lemma B, (2.1), (3.22) and (3.23 
On the other hand, by (3.10), (3.16) and Claim 3.1 we have
Then there exists
see Figure ? ?. This combined with (3.22) and Lemma C shows that
Then (3.23) and (3.26) we have
Therefore, Lemma 2.1 and (2.1) lead to
We infer from (3.11) that
Finally, it follows from Lemma 2.3 and the choice of q 0 and u 1 that
Then by Lemma B, (3.24), (3.25) and (3.27) we get
A necessary condition for this inequality is d(y i , y i+1 ) ≤ a 2 5 d D (y i ). Hence by (3.28), we know that k D (y i , y i+1 ) ≤ a 5 log(1 + a 2 5 ) < a 4 , which contradicts (3.9). Therefore, we obtain Lemma 3.1 and so Theorem 1.1.
The proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.2 by means of Theorem 1.1 and some results demonstrated in [16] . We begin by recalling necessary definitions and results. Let (X, d, µ) be a metric measure space. Given Q > 1, we say that X is Q-regular if there exists a constant C > 0 such that for each x ∈ X and 0 < r ≤ diam(X), In [3] , Buckley and Herron obtained the following interesting characterization of uniform metric spaces.
Theorem E. ([3, Theorem 4.2]) A minimally nice metric space (X, d) is uniform and LEC if and only if it is quasiconvex, LLC with respect to curves, and satisfies a weak slice condition. These implications are quantitative. Definition 4.6. A metric space (X, d) is called annular quasiconvex, if there is a constant λ ≥ 1 so that, for any x ∈ X and all 0 < r ′ < r, each pair of points y, z in B(x, r)\B(x, r ′ ) can be joined with a curve γ yz in B(x, λr)\B(x, r ′ /λ) such that ℓ(γ yz ) ≤ λd(y, z).
It is not difficult to see that λ-annularly quasiconvexity property implies C-LLC 2 , and hence C-LEC, where C = 2λ 2 . 4.1. The proof of Theorem 1.2. Necessity: Suppose that D is uniform. Then we know that D is John and quasiconvex. Moreover, it follows from [2, Theorem 3.6] that (D, k) is a roughly starlike Gromov hyperbolic space because D is bounded, where k is the quasihyperbolic metric of D. It remains to show that D is LLC. Since X is A-annularly quasiconvex, it follows that D is LEC. Then we deduce from Theorem E that D is LLC.
Sufficiency: To prove the uniformity of D, we only need to prove that every quasihyperbolic geodesic γ in D is a uniform arc. We assume that D is c-quasiconvex and δ-hyperbolic. By [16, Theorem 1.2], we find that D satisfies both the C gh -Gehring-Hayman condition and the C bs -ball condition for some constants C gh , C bs ≥ 1. So to prove the sufficiency, we only need to show that each quasihyperbolic geodesic in D is a cone arc.
We first assume that D is a-John. Since D is a bounded δ-hyperbolic domain of X, we see from [1, Theorem 3.1] that (D, k) is K-roughly starlike, because X is annularly quasiconvex. Then from Theorem 1.1 the uniformity of D follows.
We are thus left to assume that D is c 0 -LLC. Again by virtue of the Gehring-Hayman condition, we only need to show that there is a uniform upper bound for the constant Λ such that min{ℓ(γ[x, z]), ℓ(γ[z, y])} = Λd D (z) for each pair of points x, y ∈ D, for any quasihyperbolic geodesic γ in D joining x and y, and for every point z ∈ γ.
To this end, we deduce from the C gh -Gehring-Hayman condition that On the other hand, since D is c 0 -LLC, we know that there is a curve β joining x to y with β ⊂ X \ B(z, Λ cc 0 C gh d D (z)). (4.1) Furthermore, since γ is a quasihyperbolic geodesic and D satisfies the C bs -ball separation condition, we see that β ∩ B(z, C bs d D (z)) = ∅, which together with (4.1) show that Λ ≤ cc 0 C gh C bs , as required.
Hence, the proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete.
